We consider the system of second order differential equations u" + VG(u) = e(t) = e(t + T),
Introduction
In this note, we consider the following system of second order differential equations: (1) u" + VG(u) = e(t).
Here, G: R" -► R is a continuously differentiable function with gradient VG and e: R -> R" is a continuous periodic function having a minimal period T > 0. We are interested in the existence of subharmonic solutions of (1), i.e., of periodic solutions of (1) having minimal period in the set {kT: k gN, k > 2} . The existence of this type of solutions is not always guaranteed, as the case G = 0 shows. Indeed, in this case, every periodic solution of ( 1 ) has minimal period T (see [8] ).
There have been various types of results concerning the existence of subharmonic solutions to systems like (1) or to more general first order Hamiltonian systems. These have been obtained either by perturbation techniques [1, 2] or, starting with [12] , by some global approach. Most of the results proving the existence of subharmonic solutions in the above sense, however, have made use of a convexity assumption on the potential [3, 6, 7, 10, 11, [14] [15] [16] , or else some "generic" type results were proved [4, 8] . For « = 1, the case of superlinear nonlinearities has been studied in [5, 9] by phase-plane methods.
Here we prove the existence of subharmonic solutions without assuming the convexity of G by simply making some careful estimates on the critical levels of the functionals associated to the problem.
The main result
Our main result concerning the system (1) is the following one, where we denote the mean value of e(t) by e~, i.e., 1 fT Theorem 1. Assume that the range of VG is bounded,
If moreover (ii) lim||u|Hoo(VC7(w)-ë, w) = +oo, then system ( 1 ), besides having at least one T-periodic solution, also has periodic solutions with minimal period k T, for any sufficiently large prime number k.
In the proof of Theorem 1 we will consider, for every positive integer k , the continuously differentiable functional 9k{u) = Io {\\\u'\\2-GW + (e>u)}dt> defined on the space HkxT of rVT-periodic absolutely continuous vector functions whose derivatives have square-integrable norm. We will denote the usual norm in Hk\ by || • \^kT . One has
+ (e,v>)}dt, Jo and it is well known that the critical points of the functional tpk correspond to the fcr-periodic solutions of the system (1) (cf. [10, 13] .
In the first step, we will show that the set St of T-periodic solutions of ( 1 ) is bounded in H-. As a consequence, <px(Sp) is bounded, and, since for any u € St one has (pk(u) = k<px(u), we have 3c> O:\iue ST, Vfc>l, -¡-\<pk(u)\ < c.
Next, we will show that, for every positive integer k, one can find a k Tperiodic solution uk of (1) in such a way that the sequence (uk) has the property (2) lim -¡-(pk(uk) = -oo.
This will be done by the use of some estimates on the critical levels of <pk given by the Saddle Point Theorem of Rabinowitz. Consequently, for k large enough, Mfc & St , and if k is chosen to be a prime number, the minimal period of uk has to be kT.
The following lemma will be needed for the study of the geometry of the functionals tpk . It also shows that Theorem 1 improves a result in [7] obtained for systems like ( 1 ) with a convex potential G by the use of Morse theory. Lemma 1. If the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold, then
Moreover, condition (ii) happens to be equivalent to (ii') whenever G is assumed to be convex. Proof. Assume (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1. Let R > 0 be such that
Then, for \\u\\ > R, we have
and (ii ' ) follows. Now assume G to be convex. Then, for every x, y e R" , we have
(cf. [10] ). Choosing y = 0 shows that (ii') implies (ii). On the other hand, if (ii) holds, we can choose R > 0 for which (3) is satisfied. Using (4) again, we get:
and (ii ' ) follows immediately.
Proof of Theorem 1. First of all, we notice that it is of no loss of generality to suppose that ë = 0 and, in view of Lemma 1, that G(u) > 0 for every u. Hence we will assume this throughout the proof. As we explained above, we begin the proof by showing that the set 5^ of T-periodic solutions of ( 1 ) is bounded in HT . Assume by contradiction that there exists a sequence («") in St such that ||w"||r -» oo. Let us write u"(t) = un + un(t), where un is the mean value of un . Multiplying both sides of the identity
by un(t) and integrating, we obtain -/ l|S'"||2+ / (VG(un),ùn)= f (e,un).
Jo Jo Jo Using assumption (i), we easily deduce that («") is bounded in HT. Hence, (6) minT\\un(t)\\ ^ oo.
Multiplying (5) by u" and integrating, we get (V) -ril«;il2+ ¡\vG(un), un) = f'(e, un).
Jo Jo Jo
Now, since («") is bounded in HT, we deduce from (7) that rT f (S7G(u"), u") Jo is bounded, but this is in contradiction with (6) and assumption (ii). Now we need to show that, for every positive integer k , one can find a critical point uk of the functional q>k in such a way that (2) holds. To this aim, we will apply the Saddle Point Theorem (cf. [13, Theorem 4.6] ) to each of the (pk 's. Let us fix k and write HkxT = R" © HkT, where R" is identified with the set of constant functions and HkT consists of functions U in HkT such that J0Tü(s)ds = 0. First, we prove the Palais-Smale condition. Let (un) be a consequence in HkT such that (pk(un) is bounded and (p'k(u") -> 0 as « -► oo . In particular, for a positive constant Ci, we will have (p'k(un)un= \ {\\u'"\\2-(VG(un),ùn) + (e,ùn)}dt<cx\\un\\kT.
Jo
Then it follows from (i) that (w") is bounded in HkT . Since <Pk(Un) = J UlKII2 -G(u") + (e, u")\dt is bounded, it then follows from the uniform boundedness of («") and from (ii') in Lemma 1 that (ïï") has to be bounded too. So (un) is bounded in HkT, and it is now a standard argument to show that (u") has a convergent subsequence (see [13, Appendix B] ). Hence, the Palais-Smale condition holds. It is easy to show that (i) yields the coercivity of <pk on HkT, while (ii), through (ii') of Lemma 1, yields the coercivity of (-<pk) on R". For r > 0, let us denote by Dr the closed disc in " centered in 0 with radius r, and by dDr its boundary. It follows from the above that, for a sufficiently large rk , one has inf <pk > max <pk.
so the assumptions of the Saddle Point Theorem are all satisfied, and we can find a critical point xk of tpk such that (pk(xk)= inf max tpk(y(i)), y€Tk seDrk where Tk = {y € C(Drk, HkT)' y = id on dDfk}. In particular, <px has a critical point, i.e., (1) has a T-periodic solution.
In order to prove that the sequence (xk) satisfies (2), we will show that for every m > 0 there exists a positive integer k such that, for each k > k, we can construct yk e C(Drk, HkT) with the property that max (pk(yk(Ç)) < -m. k (€Dr¡ First of all, we notice that rk above can be taken such that (8) rk > y/n • k. Let us fix m > 0. using (ii') of Lemma 1, take k such that (9) \\x\\>k^G(x)>(3mT + 24nn2)/T2.
For k > k, we construct yk e C(Drk, HlT) as follows:
yk(Ç)(t)=Z + (l-\\Ç\\/rk)wk(t), where wk(t) is the vector function wk(t) = (wl(t), ... , wk(t)) with w'k(t) 2ksin(2nt/kT), i = 1, ... , n . Then we have (10) T;max^(^)) = T;maxyo j-^1 -_j 2^-^ cos (j^tj -G(yk(Z)(t)) + (e(t),yk(t)(t))>dt When dealing with the scalar equation (12) u" + g(u) = e(t) we are able to prove a result with less restrictive assumptions on the nonlinearity than those required in Theorem 1.
We set G(u) = J0" g(x)dx and, as before, ë = ^ J0 e(t)dt. r«e« equation (12) , besides having at least one T-periodic solution, also has periodic solutions with minimal period k T, for any sufficiently large prime integer k.
Proof. We follow the same ideas of the proof of Theorem 1. Again we can assume without loss of generality that ë -0 and G(u) > 0 for every u e R. In order to prove the boundedness of the set of T-periodic solutions we argue by contradiction. Assume that there exists a sequence (un) in St such that ||Wn||r -* oo. By (j) and (jj), we can write g(u) = go(u)u + gx(u), where 0 < go(u) < (2n/T)2 -ô for some S > 0 and every u e R and the range of gx is bounded. Setting v" = un/\\un\\t , we have (13) < + ^(""K + f!7T1 = ¿i-\\u"\\t ll"nllr Hence, (v") is bounded in C2, and a subsequence converges strongly in C1 to a certain map v . The sequence (go(un)) converges weakly in L2 to some a(t) that, by the weak closure of the convex set {/ e L2 : 0 < f(t) < (2n/T)2 -ô, a.e., t} , satisfies (14) 0<a(t)<(2n/T)2-S for almost every t. Passing to the weak limit in (13) we get (15) v" + a(t)v=0
Since ll^llr = 1 , it follows from (14) and (15) Using (19) and (jj), for « large enough, one has rkT rkT / g(u"(t))dt\= \g(un(t))\dt, Jo Jo and from (20) and (21) we have that (u") is bounded. (pk(un) being bounded, we conclude that (/0 G(u"(t))dt) has to be bounded too, but this is in contradiction to (19) and (jv). Hence, the sequence (u") has to be bounded, and the Palais-Smale condition holds. The geometry of the functionals q>k are easily handled through conditions (jjj) and (jv), showing that we are in the hypothesis of the Saddle Point Theorem. Finally, one can use, and indeed simplify, the argument ending the proof of the Theorem 1 to prove that (2) holds for the sequence (uk) of critical points found in this way. D Theorem 2 improves a result in [7] where the function g was supposed to be increasing. As an easy consequence, we have the following Corollary. Assume that (j') ]im\ui^oog(u)/u = 01
(jj ' ) limN_oo inf(g(u) -e)u>0 Then the conclusion of Theorem 2 holds.
